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once you have enabled the trial of macrium site manager you can use the knowledge that you build up in your learning stage to examine what it takes to automate backups. you can also configure the settings so that site manager automatically backs
up a particular file or folder to a particular remote location. this will automatically allow you to set up a schedule to perform the backup of your data, and remotely allow you to connect to the macrium agents that are running on the computers that you

backup and restore. with site manager you can also test restore scenarios before you decide to go ahead and restore a full backup. macrium reflect's backup and restore engine will also allow you to generate a bootable digital disk that you can load
directly on a computer to restore a backup. if you decide to upgrade the version of macrium reflect that you have installed, you can do this without losing the license. macrium reflect for mac has had a few minor updates. one of the things that is new is

that macrium reflect for mac now gives you the option to automatically back up to icloud and to windows server. this is a great feature as it allows you to back up your mac to an icloud or windows server account. this also means that you can then
remotely restore the data that you backup, so you no longer have to physically connect to the mac that you are backing up. another new feature is the ability to encrypt the backup file that you are backing up to windows server. macrium reflect for

windows has had a few updates. the latest version now includes a number of bug fixes, along with the ability to create restore points to allow you to rollback to a previous backup. it has also had a few new features added.
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one of the advantages of
using macrium reflect is
that you don't need to
install any additional

software - you can start
using macrium reflect

right away, without having
to open the program for
the first time. macrium

reflect is a backup
application that will make

creating backups and
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scheduling them simple
and easy to handle. in
addition to that, the

program is able to create
backups of entire

computer partitions or just
selected files and folders.

in case you want to
recover one of these

backup files, macrium
reflect will be able to help
you with that as well. you
can also recover backups
of your partitions or file,
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and you can also start
with a complete operating

system. what's more,
macrium reflect offers a

lot of other useful
functions such as restore

point creation, information
retention of log files, and

the ability to send
scheduled backups to

other computers or cloud
storage services. the

application will allow you
to create compressed
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backup files, which are
stored in the macrium

reflect backup directory.
these files can be

mounted and used to
restore your computer in

the case that it will be
needed. after restoring,

you will be able to resume
work as usual. another

great advantage of
macrium reflect is that

you don't need to install
any additional software on
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your computer to use it.
all you need to do is

launch the program and
follow the instructions.

installation and
configuration of macrium
reflect is very easy and

fast. also, macrium reflect
is very easy to handle. in
addition to that, macrium

reflect comes with a
comprehensive help guide

and video tutorials that
will make you familiar with
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the program. so, what are
you waiting for, download

macrium reflect and
create a customized
backup in no time!
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